DCC Tip of the Month: May
This month’s DCC tip highlights stereotypes that may affect AAPI students at our University during AAPI
history month. This topic is of great importance given the rise in Anti-Asian prejudice and hate crimes over
the course of the COVID-19 pandemic1-3. The DCC stands in solidarity with our Asian, Asian American,
and Pacific Islander communities against racism, discrimination, and hate crimes in the U.S. and around
the world.

Who are AAPI students?
The broad term Asian American Pacific Islander (AAPI) is commonly used to describe individuals of East
Asian (e.g., China, Japan), South Asian (e.g., India, Bangladesh), Southeast Asian (e.g., Thailand,
Vietnam) or Pacific Islander (e.g., Native Hawaiian, Samoan) descent.
Terminology to address AAPIs in the U.S. has changed over time. Consensus is against using the term
“oriental” to describe a group of people and does not encourage the use of Asian-Pacific American as this
terminology equates two groups with different cultural and historical experiences.4-8

Common Stereotypes AAPI Students Face in University Settings
Model Minority Beliefs
The idea that Asian Americans are
These stereotypes:
academically advantaged and economically - Exacerbate negative outcomes for AAPI students (e.g.,
successful in society and thus do not face
greater academic stress and lower support seeking)10-12
challenges/racism like that of other
- fail to account for differences between AAPI groups.
minoritized racial groups or require
For example, while 53% of Asian Americans obtained a
resources or support like other POC.
bachelor’s degree, some communities are vastly
underrepresented (8-25%)13-15
Associated stereotypes: e.g., being
hardworking, non-complaining 9

-

reinforce racial disparities and can foster racial tensions
among AAPI students and other students of color16,17

The Perpetual Foreigner
Asian Americans are often not perceived
as American, such that it is assumed that
they are less “American” than other racial
groups in the U.S. and are often assumed
to be immigrants 18,19

-

Students who have their American identity denied or
questioned, e.g., “where are you really from?”, may
pick up on cues that others do not see them as “real
Americans” which can negatively impact their sense
of belonging in their courses and their well-being 20-22

Take Away Tips
1. Consider appropriate use the term Asian or if there are benefits to use more descriptive terminologies
like differentiating South and East Asian in classroom discussions and research.
2. Consider how model minority stereotypes and foreigner stereotypes may undermine your classrooms/
mentoring of AAPI undergraduate and graduate students.
3. Build awareness of how stereotypes and racial biases impact the wellbeing of our AAPI friends and
colleagues through education and conversation (resources can be found on the next page).
4. If you are a witness or a victim of anti-Asian harassment, discrimination, or crimes on campus, report
these incidents to RU Police Department by calling 732-932-7211.

Resources:
How can I become an Ally in the Fight against AAPI Hate?
• https://www.mghstudentwellness.org/racism#anchorgeneral
• https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/18/how-to-take-action-against-anti-asian-racism.html
• https://www.afsc.org/blogs/news-and-commentary/standing-to-anti-asian-racism
• https://www.popsugar.com/fitness/how-to-talk-to-asian-american-friends-about-anti-aapiracism-48222435?stream_view=1#photo-48223556
• Report incidents: https://stopaapihate.org/
• Stop AAPI Hate National Report:
https://secureservercdn.net/104.238.69.231/a1w.90d.myftpupload.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/03/210312-Stop-AAPI-Hate-National-Report-.pdf
Promoting Inclusion in Classrooms
• https://www.mghstudentwellness.org/resources-1/wish-my-teachers-understood
• https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/responding-to-hate-and-bias-atschool
For AAPI Students, Faculty, and Staff
• https://www.huffpost.com/entry/self-care-advice-asianamericans_l_5e83a656c5b6a1bb764f0e45
• https://www.bc.edu/bc-web/schools/lynch-school/sites/isprc/isprc-advisory-board.html
Resources and communities/events at Rutgers
• http://culturalcollaborative.rutgers.edu/
• Follow the Asian American Cultural Center: https://www.facebook.com/ruaacc/
• Follow the Rutgers U. Asian Student Council: https://www.facebook.com/rutgersasc/
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